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My friends, you can see that, for the first so-

called scientific presentation of our new Sociery,
I have selected a title that is quite ambitious.

I will thus begin first by apologizing for it,

asking you to consider this presentation both as

a summary of viewpoints that those here who are

my students know well, with which they have

become familiar over the past two years through

my teaching, and also as a sort of preface or
introduction to a certain orientation for studying

psychoanalysis.

Indeed, I believe that the return to Freud's

texts which my teaching has focused on for the

past rwo years has convinced me - or rather us,

all of us who have worked together - that there

is no firmer grasp on human reality than that

provided by Freudian psychoanalysis and that

one must return to the source and apprehend, in

every sense of the word, these texts.

One cannot escape the conclusion that psy-

choanalytic theory, and at the same time its

technique, which form but one and the same

thing, have undergone a sort of shrinkage and, to

be quite frank, decay. For, in effect, it is not easy

to remain at the level of such fullness.

Take, for example, a tefi like that of the 
'S7olf
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Man lTbe History of an Infantile Neurosis (r9r8),
SE XWII. I thought of taking it this evening as
a basis for and as an example of what I wish to
present to you. But although I gave a Seminar
on it last year, I spent the entire day yesterday
rereading the case and quite simply had the feel-
ing that it was impossible to give you even an
approximate idea of it here and that there was but
one thing to be done - to give last year's Seminar
again next year.

Indeed, what I perceived in this incredible rexr,
after the work and progress we made this year on
the case of the Rat Man lNotes Upon a Case of
Obsessional Neurosis (t9o), SE X], leads me to
think that what I stressed last year as rhe crux,
example, or typically characteristic thought fur-
nished by this extraordinary text was but a simple
"approach," as the Anglo-Saxons say - in other
words, a first step. The upshot being that this
evening I will merely try to compare and contrast
briefly the three quite distinct registers that are
essential registers of human realiry: the symbolic,
the imaginary, and the real.

I }.IL, SYMBOLIC, THE IMAGINARY, AND THE REAL

I

( )ne thing cannot escape us at the outset

'r,rrnely, 
that there is in analysis a whole Portion

.rf our subjects' realiry Lriell that escapes us. It

.lid not escape Freud when he was dealing with

crrch of his patients, but, of course' it was just as

tl-roroughly beyond his grasp and scope.
'We should be struck by the way in which he

speaks of the Rat Man, setting him apaft from

his other patients. He concludes that he can see

in him the personaliry of a "fine, intelligent, and

cultured man," and he contrasts him with other

patients he has worked with. This is not so much

the case when he speal<s of the \Wolf Man, but

he mentions it nevertheless. Still, we are not

required to endorse all of his appraisals. The Wolf

Man does not seem to have had quite as much

class as the Rat Man. Yet it is striking that Freud

singled him out as a special case. Not to mention

Dora, about whom we can virtually say that he

loved her.

This direct element, whereby Freud weighs and

appraises personalities, cannot fail to strike us.

It is something that we deal with all the time in

the register of morbidiry, on the one hand, and
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even in the register of psychoanalytic pracrice,
with subjects who do not fall completely into
the morbid category. It is an element that we
must dways reserve judgment about and that is
especially prominent to those of us who bear the
heavy burden of choosing among rhose who wish
to go into analysis in order to undergo training
as analysts.

\(rhat can we say in the end, after our selec-
tion has been made? Consider the criteria that are
mentioned - must someone be neurotic in order
to be a good analyst? A little bit neurotic? Highly
neurotic? Certainly not, but what about nor ar
all neurotic? In the final reckoninB, is this what
guides us in a judgment that no rexr can define
and which leads us to appraise personal quali-
ties? In other words, do we rely on the realiry
expressed by the following - that a subject either
has the right stuff or he doesn'r, that he is, as rhe
Chinese say, xian da, aworthy man, or, xiao ren,
an unworthy man? This is certainly something
that constitutes the limits of our experience.

Vhat is brought into play in analysis? Is it
a real relation to the subject, namely, to recog-
nize his realiry in a certain way and according to
our own measures? Is that what we deal with in
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.rnalysis? Certainly not - it is indisputably some-

rhing else. This is a question we ask ourselves all

the time, and that is raised by all those who try

to formulate a theory of psychoanalytic practice

lexpirience]. W-hat is this practice, which is so

different from all others and brings about such

prrofound transformations in people? What are

rhose transformations? tVhat is their mainspring?

For years the development of psychoanalytic

theory has been designed to answer this question.
'lhe average person or man in the street does not

seem terribly astonished by the effectiveness of

this practice that occurs entirely through speech-

And he is, in the end, quite right, for indeed it

works, and it would seem that, in order to explain

it, we need first but demonstrate its movement by

working. To speak is already to go to the heart of

psychoanalytic experience. Here it makes sense

to first raise a question: What is speech? In other

words, what are symbols?
In truth, we witness an avoidance of this

question. And we note that in minimizing this

question - in seeing in the strictly technical ele-

ments and mainsprings of analysis nothing more

than instruments designed to modify, through a

series of successive approximations, the subiect's
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behaviors and habits - we are led very quickly to
a number of difficulties and dead ends. Going in
this direction, we cerrainly don', go to the point
of situating them in a global consideration of
psychoanalyric practice, but we go ever further
toward a cemain number of opacities that arise
and that then tend ro rurn analysis into a practice
that seems far more irrational than it realiy is.

It is striking ro see how many subjects who
have recently engaged in analysis have talked, in
their first way of expressing themselves regard-
ing their experience, about its possibly irrational
character, whereas it seems, on the contrary, that
there is perhaps no more ffansparent technique
around.

Of course, in an analysis everyrhing goes in this
direction: we fall in with a certain number of the
patient's more or less partid psychologicar views,
we speak about magical thinking, we speak about
all kinds of registers that indisputabllhave their
value and are encounrered in a very dynamic fash-
ion in psychoanalysis. There is but one step from
that to thinking that psychoanalysis itseli oper-
ates in the register of magical thinking, and this
step is quickly taken when one does nor decide
first to raise the primordial question: 'what 

does
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rhe experience of speaking involve? 'W.hat is the
cssence and exchange of speech? And to raise at
the same time the question of psychoanalytic

lrractice lexpirience).
Let us begin with this practice as it is initially

presented to us in the first theories of analysis.
What is this neurotic whom we deal with in psy-
choandysis? W-hat is going to happen during the
analysis? tWhat about the shift [in focus] from the
conscious to the unconscious? Vhat are the forces
that give a certain existence to the equilibrium we
call the pleasure principle?

To proceed quickly, I will say with Raymond de
Saussure that the subject hallucinates his world.
The subject's illusory satisfactions are obviously
of a different order than the satisfactions that find
their object purely and simply in reality lriell. A
symptom has never sated hunger or slaked thirst
in a lasting manner, unless accompanied by the
absorption of food or drink. No doubt a general
decline in the subject's level of vitaliry can result
in extreme cases, as we see for example in natural
or artificial hibernation, but this is conceivable
only as a phase that cannot last without leading
to irreversible damage. The very reversibiliry of
a neurotic problem implies that the economy of
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satisfactions that were involved in it were of a
different order, and infinitely less tied to fixed
organic rhythms, even if they command some of
them. This defines the conceptual category that
includes the sort of objects I am in the process
of qualifying as imaginary, if you are willing to
grant this term its full range of implications.

On this basis, it is easy to see that the order of
imaginary satisfaction can be found only in the
sexual realm.

All of this is but a precondition for analytic
practice. And it is not astonishing, even if things
had to be confirmed, verified, and inaugurated, 1
would say, by psychoanalytic practice itself. Once
having gone through the experience of analysis,
things seem to be perfectly rigorous. The term
"libido" merely expresses the notion of reversibil-
iry that implies that there is a certain equivalence
or metabolism of images. In order to be able
to conceptualize this transformation, a term
related to enerry is necessary. This is the purpose
served by the word "libido." \(hat is involved is,
naturally, something quite complex.

Imaginary satisfaction is obviously not the
simple fact that Demetrius was satisfied by
having dreamed that he possessed the courtesan
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priestess [Chrysis], even if this case is but a partic-

trlar case in a larger whole. It involves an element

that goes much further and that intersects all the

phenomena that biologists mention concerning

instinctual rycles, especially in the register of

sexualiry and reproduction.
Apart from the still uncertain and improbable

studies concerning neurological relays in sexual

cycles, which are hardly what is most solid in

their studies, it has been demonstrated that these

cycles in animals themselves depend upon a cer-

tain number of triggering mechanisms that are

essentially imaginary in nature. 'S7hat is most

interesting in studies of instinctual rycles, their

limits, and their definition is that, in testingacer-

tain number of releasers to determine the lowest

degree capable of producing an effect - in order

to figure out exactly what these release mecha-

nisms are - researchers have been able to provoke

artificially in animals the activation of parts of the

sexual behavioral cycle in question.

The fact is that, within a specific behavioral

cycle, a certain number of displacements can

always occur under certain conditions. Indeed,

biologists have not found any better term than

th. ,r.ry one that seryes to designate the primal

I IIO
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sexual troubles and mainsprings of symptoms in
our patients: "displacement." For example, in the
middle of a combat cycle, one can observe the
swift supervening of a segment of display behav-
ior. In birds, one of the combatants suddenly
begins preening itself.

A thousand other examples could be given. I
am not going to enumerate them here today. I
am just trying to indicate that the element of
displacement is an essential mainspring of the set
of behaviors related to sexualiry. No doubt, these
phenomena do nor occur in this realm alone. But
the studies by Konrad Lorenz on the functions of
images in the feeding cycle show that the imagi-
nary plays just as eminent a role there as in the
realm of sexual behavior. In man, it is principally
at the latter level that we find ourselves faced with
this phenomenon.

Let me puncruare this discussion by saying
that the elements of displaced instinctual behav-
ior displayed by animals can give us a rough idea
of a symbolic behavior. Vhat is called symbolic
behavior in animals is the fact that a displaced
segment of such behavior takes on a socialized
value and serves the animal group as a marker for
a certain collective behavior.

,fHE 
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\We thus posit that a behavior can become

imaginary when its directedness toward images

,rnd its own value as an image for another sub-

jcct make it capable of being displaced outside of

rhe cycle that assures the satisfaction of a natural

need. On this basis, neurotic behavior can be

said to be elucidated at the level of instinctual

economy.
fu for knowing why it is always sexual behavior

Ithat undergoes displacement], I need not return

ro this except to provide a brief indication. The

fact that a man may ejaculate uPon seeing a slip-

prer does not surprise us, nor are we surPrised

when he uses it to bring his partner to feel better

disposed toward him. But surely no one imagines

that a slipper can serve to abate an individual's

hunger pangs, even exffeme ones. Similarly, what

we deal with constantly is fantasies. During ffeat-

tnent, it is not uncommon that the Padent or

subject recounts a fantasy like that of performing

fbllatio on the analyst. Is that an element that

we would chara cterize as an archaic cycle of his

biography? Or relegate to a prior period of under-

nourishment? It is quite obvious that we wouldn't

dream of such a thing, regardless of the incorPo-

rative character we attribute to such fantasies.

r)
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\What does this mean? It can mean many
things. In fact, we must realize that the imaginary
can hardly be confused with the domain of what
is analyzable. There may be another function
than that of the imaginary. It is not because what
ts analyzable encounters the imaginary that the
imaginary can be confused with the analyzable.
The ima gilhry is neither the entirery of what can
be analyzed nor of what is analyzed.

Let us return to the example of our fetishist,
even if it is rather rare. If we accept that what is
involved here is a sort of primitive perversion, it
is not impossible to envision similar cases. Let us
suppose it involves an imaginary displacement
like the kind we find in the animal kingdom.
Suppose, in other words, that the slipper here is
a strict displacement of the female sexual organ,
since fetishism is far more common among
males. Were there nothing representing an elabo-
ration on this primitive given, it would be as
unanalyzable as is this or that perverse fixation.

Conversely, let us return to the case of the
patient or subject in the grip of a fellatio fantasy.
This is something that has a completely different
meaning. 'W'e can no doubt consider that this fan-
tasy represents the imaginary, a certain fixation
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()n a primitive oral stage of sexuality, but we will

n()t say that this fellatio performer is constitu-

r ionally a fellatio performer. By which I mean

rlrat the fantasy or imaginary element in question

lrrrs merely a symbolic value that we must assess

.rnly as a function of the momenr in the analysis

:rr which it occurs. In effect, the fantasy does arise

even if the subject does not always tell us about

it - and it does so frequendy enough to show that

it arises within the psychoanalytic dialogue. It is

.lcsigned to be exPressed, to be spoken, and to

.rv-tolire somethitg - something that has a very

.lifferent meaning depending on the moment in

the dialogue at which it arises.

So what does this mean? First, it is not merely

because a phenomenon represents a displacement

- in other words, is inscribed in imaginary Phe-
.omena - rhat it is an analyzable phenomenon.

Second, a phenomenon is analyzable only if it

represents something other than itself'

2

'['o broach the topic I wish to speak about'

namely, symbolism, I will say that a broad range

r tr4
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of imagi nary functions in analysis bear no other
relation to the fantasmatic realiry they manifest
than the syllable "po" bears to the simplv shaped
vase it designates fin French, the r in pot(meaning
pot or vase) is silentl. In "police" or "poltroon,"
the syllable "po" obviously has an enrirely differ-
ent value. one could use a vase to symbolize the
syllable "po." In the term "police" or "poltroon,,'
it would be necessary ro add other equally imagi_
nary rerms that would not be taken for anything
other than syllables designed ro complete th.
word.

This is how we musr understand the symbolic
that is involved in psychoanalytic exchange.'Whether 

it is a marrer of real symproms, bun-
gled actions, or whatever we constandy find and
refind, which Freud referred ro as its essential
reality, it is always a marter of symbols - symbols
organized in language and which thus function
on the basis of the link beween the signifier
and the signified, which is equivalenr ro the very
structure of language.

The notion that a dream is a rebus comes from
Freud, not from me. The fact that a symprom
expresses something structured and organized
like a language is sufficiently manifesied by

IHE SYMBOLIC. THE IMAGINARY, AND THE REAL

irysterical symptoms, to begin with the simplest

,,1 symptoms, which always provide something

,'..ltrivalent to a sexual activiry, but never a univo-

..:rl equivalent. On the contrary, they are always

1,,rlyvalent, superimposed, overdetermined, and,

,rrdced, constructed in the exact same way as

unages are constructed in dreams. \ile find here

,r coming together or superimposing of sym-

l,ols that is as complex as a poetic phrase whose

r()ne, structure, puns, rhythms, and sound are all

, r'ucial. Everything occurs on several levels and

p:rrtakes of the order and register of language.
'lhe impoftance of this will perhaPs not sink in

if we do not try to see what language is origin"lly.

Of course, the question of the origin of lan-

quage is a topic that can easily lend itself to

organized, collective, or individual delusions. We

rnust not engage in that sort of thing. Language

cxists. It is something that has emerged. Now

rhat it has emerged, we shall never know either

when or how it began, or how things were before

it came into being.

But still, how can we express what is perhaps

one of the most primitive forms of language?

Consider passwords. I am choosing this example

deliberately because the illusion, when we speak

17t6
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of language, is always to believe that its significa-
tion is what it designares. But this is not at all the
case. Of course, it designates something, it serves
a certain function at this level. But a password
has the properry of being chosen in a way that
is thoroughly independent from its signification.

But what if the latter is idiotic? The Scholastics
reply - one should no doubr never reply - that
the signification of such a word is to designate
the person who pronounces it as having such and
such a properrycorresponding to the question that
makes him pronounce the word. Others would
say that it is a poor example because it is selected
from within a convention. But this makes it even
better. On the other hand, you cannot deny that
a password has the most precious qualities, since
it can help you avoid getting killed.

This is how we can consider language to have a
function. Born among the ferocious animals that
primitive men musr have been - ir's not unlikely,
judging on the basis of modern men - a password
is something thanks to which a group is consti-
tuted, not something thanks to which the men in
a group are recognized.

There is another realm in which one can medi-
tate upon the funcdon of language: rhe srupid

r8
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l:rnguage of love. The latter consists - in the final

sl)asm of ecstasy ot, on the contrary, as part of

r he daily grind, depending on the individuals - in

tuddenly calling one's sexual partner by the name

.rf a thoroughly ordinary vegetable or rePugnant

:rnimal. This certainly borders on the quesdon of

r he horror of anonymiry. It is no accident that

ccrtain of these animal names or more or less

roremic props are found anew in phobia. The rwo

have something in common. The human subiect

is, as we shall see later, especially Prone to vertigo,

,rnd to get rid of it he feels the need to create

,omething transcendent. This is not insignificant

irr the origin of phobia.
In these two examples, language is Particu-

larly devoid of significadon. 
'W'e can clearly see

here what distinguishes symbols from signs

namely, the interhuman function of symbols.
'lhis is something which is born with language

and which is such that, after the word has truly

become pronounced speech, the two Partners are

no longer what they were before. This is what

words are for, as I've shown you now using the

simplest examples.
You would, moreover, be wrong to believe that

these are not fully fedged examples. tVhether in

r9
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the case of passwords or words of endearmenr, we
are talking about something that is full,blown in
scope. [Not so in the case ofl a conversation that
at an average moment of your career as a student
you have at a dinner with equally average profes-
sors, where the signification of things exchanged
has a character tantamount to that of conversa-
tions with people you meer on the streer or rhe
bus - nothing but a certain way of getting your-
self recognized is involved here and this justifies
Mallarm6's claim that language is "comparable to
worn coins that are passed from hand to hand,in
silence."

Let us consider on this basis what happens
when the neurotic comes in for an analysis.

He too begins ro say things. \fe must not be
surprised if, at the outset, the things he says have
no more weight than the ones I just alluded to.
Nevertheless, something is fundamentally differ-
ent, which is that he comes ro the analysr to
exchange something other than idle chatter and
bandities. Something not insignificant is already
implied in this situation, since, in shorr, it is
his own meaning that he has basically come to
seek. Something is mystically placed here on the
person who listens to him.

I TIF] SYMBOLIC, THE TMAGINARY, AND THE REAL

()f course, the neurotic advances toward this

'.'\perience, this original pathway, with - by God

what he has at his disposal. \What he believes

lusr is that he must play the part of the doctor

i' rnself, he must inform the analyst. Naturally,

rrr vor.lr everyday practice, you set him straight,
...rving that that's not what it 's about, but to

,pcak and preferably without seeking to put his

rlrotrghts in order or organize them - in other

''u,t)rds, without putting himself, in accordance

rvith a well-known narcissistic maneuver, in the

1,lace of his interlocutor.

In the end, the notion we have of the neurotic

is that gagged speech lives in his very symptoms,

,peech in which a certain number, let us say, of

r ransgressions with respect to a certain order are

cxpressed, which, by themselves, loudly fustigate

r he cruel world in which they have been inscribed.

trailing to realize the order of symbols in a living

fashion, the subject realizes disorganized images

fbr which these ffansgressions are substitutes.
-Ihis is what will initially get in the way of any

true symbolic relationship.
'W'hat the subject expresses first when he speaks

is the register of what we call resistances, which

can only be interpreted as the fact of realizing an
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image or images of early experien ce hic et nunc,
here and now, in the analyric situation with the
analyst. The entire theory of resistance was built
upon this, but only after the major recognition
of the symbolic value of symproms and of every-
thing that can be analyzed.

Now, what psychoanalysis encounters is pre-
cisely something orher than realizing symbols.
It is the subjecr's temptation ro constitute this
imaginary reference point here and now in psy-
choanalytic experience.

\7e call this an arrempt by the subjecr to draw the
analyst into his game. This is what we see, for exam-
ple, in the case of the Rat Man, when we perceive
- quickly, but not immediately, and Freud doesn't
either - that, by recounting the grand obsessional
storF of the rat torture, the subject atremprs to
realize here and now with Freud the very imagi-
nary anal-sadisric relationship that makes the story
piquant. Freud perceives quite astutely that some-
thing is involved that is translated and betrayed
physiognomically on the subject's very face and
that he qualifies as" horror at a jouissance of his own
ofwhlch he himselfwas unuulAre."

The momenr ar which people were able ro gauge
and posit as resistance elements that manifest

.THE 
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t hemselves in psychoanalytic practice was cer-

r:r.inly a significant moment in analytic history.
'lhis was first spoken about in a coherent fashion

in Reich's article, one of the first articles on the

topic published in the International Journal of

l's.ychoanalysis, at the same time at which Freud

constructed the second stage in the development

,,f psychoanalytic theory, which is no other than

the theory of the ego.

Around this time, in r9zo, das Es lthe id]

appears. At that moment, we began to perceive,

within the register of the symbolic relationship

- and it must always be maintained there - that

rhe subject resists and that this resistance is not a

simple inertia opposed to the therapeutic move-

rnent, as in physics one could say that a mass

resists acceleration. It establishes a certain bond

that is opposed as such, like a human action,

to the therapist's action, excePt that the thera-

pist must not be misled by it. The patient is not

opposing him as a real person lrdalitil, but rather

as a certain image that the subiect pro,iects onto

him, to the extent to which it is realized in his

place.

These terms are, in fact, merely approximate.

The notion of an aggressive instinct is also born

22 2J
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at this momenr, the term fustntdo being added to
libido, not without reason, for from the moment
at which its goal [words missing here . . .] the
essential functions of these imaginary relation-
ships such as they appear in the form of resisrance,
another register appears that is linked ro norhing
less than the specific role played by the ego.

I will nor go into the theory of the ego today
except to say that, in any coherent and organized
analytic notion of the ego, we musr absolutely
define the ego's imaginary function as the uniry
of the subject who is alienated from himself. The
ego is something in which the subject cannot
recognize himself at first except by alienating
himself. He can thus only refind himself by
abolishing the ego's alter ego. Here we see the
development of the dimension that is dready
referred to as "aggressiveness," which is quite
distinct from aggression.

'S7'e musr now take up anew the question
in the following rwo registers: speech and the
imaginary.

Speech, as I showed you in an abbreviated
form, plays rhe essential role of mediation. From
the moment it is realized, mediation changes the
two partners who find themselves in each other's
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presence. There is nothing to this that has not

rrlready been given to us in the semantic register

of certain human grouPs. Read, in this regard,

the book by Leenhardt entitled Do Kamo.

I wouldn't give it my highest recommendadon,

but it is expressive enough and quite approach-

,rble. It is an excellent introduction for those who

need to be introduced to the topic. You will see

therein that, among the Kanak people of New
(,aledonia, something rather peculiar occurs

et the semantic level - namely, that the word
"speech" signifies something that goes much fur-

rher than what goes by that name for us. For

rhem, speech is also an action. Note that it is for

us too, for to give one's word is a kind of act. But,

among the Kanaks, it is also sometimes an object
- in other words, something that one carries, a

sheaf f6erbe), fot example. It can be anything.

But, on this basis, something exists that did not

exist before.
Another remark should also be made. This

mediating speech is not purely and simply medi-

adng at an elementary level. It allows two men to

transcend the fundamental aggressive relation to

the mirage of their semblable. It must be some-

rhing else as well for, if one thinks about it, one
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sees that not only does it constitute this media-
tion but it also constitutes realiry itself.

This is quite obvious if you consider what is
called an elementary srrucrure - in other words,
an archaic structure - of kinship. The srrucrures
of kinship are not always elementary. Ours, for
example, are especially complex, but, in truth,
they would not exist without the system of words
that express them. And the fact is that the prohibi-
tions that regulate among us the human exchange
involved in marriage lalliancesl, in the strict sense
of the word, are reduced to an excessively small
number. This is why we tend to confuse rerms
such as father, mother, son, and so on, with real
relationships. It is because the system of kinship
relations is extremely reduced, in its boundaries
and in its field. But it concerns symbols.

Jules H. Masserman published a very nice arti-
cle in the InternationalJournal of Psychoanalysis in
19 44entitled "Language, Behaviour and Dynamic
Psychiatry." Ore of the examples he gives there
shows clearly the weakness of the behaviorist
standpoint. Masserman believes he can resolve
the question of language's symbolism by pro-
viding an example of conditioning. Researchers
coordinated people's auromatic reaction to light

.I 'HE 
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the contraction of the pupils - with the ringing

,,f-a bell. 'W-hen they eliminated the light stimu-

Ius, the subjects' pupils would contract when the

lrcll was rung. In a further step, the researchers

'''ranaged 
to trigger the same reaction simply by

having the subjects hear the word "contract." Do

vrlu believe this resolves the question of language

,rnd symbolization? If, instead of the word "con-

r ract," the researchers had enunciated some other

word, they could have obtained exactly the same

results. \What is involved is not the conditioning

,rf a phenomenon but what is involved in symP-

r oms: the relationship berween symptoms and

rhe entire system of language, the significative

svstem of interhuman relations as such.

Psychoanalysis precisely intersects these

rcmarks and shows us their scope and presence

irr detail. The crux of what I just told you is in

fact the following: any analyzable relationship

that is, any relationship that is symbolically

interpretable - is always inscribed in a three-term

relationship.

As we have already seen in the very structure of

speech, what is libidinally realizable between two

subjects requires mediation. This is what gives its

true value to the fact, asserted by psychoanalytic
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theory and demonstrated by experience, that
nothing can be interpreted in the end - for that
is what is at stake - except via Oedipus. This
means that every rwo-rerm relationship is already
more or less marked as imaginary in scyle. In
order for a relationship to take on its symbolic
value, the mediation of a third personage is nec-
essary who, in relation ro the subje ct, realizes the
transcendent element thanks to which his rela-
tion to the object can be sustained at a certain
distance.

Berween the imaginary relation and the sym-
bolic relation lies the entire distance attributable
to guilt. This is why, as psychoanalytic practice
shows us, people always prefer guilt to anxiery.

Thanks to the progress made by Freud's doc-
trine and theoy, we know that anxiery is always
linked to a loss - in other words, to a transforma-
tion of the ego, to a rwo-rerm relationship that
is on the verge of vanishing, and which musr
give way ro something that the subject cannor
approach without a certain vertigo. This is the
register and nature of anxiery. As soon as a third
parry is introduced, as soon as it enrers into the
narcissistic relationship, the possibiliry of a real
mediadon opens up essentially by means of the
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personage who, in relation to the subject, repre-

scnts a transcendent personage - in other words,

.rn image of mastery by means of which the sub-
ject's desire and fulfillment can be symbolically

rcalized. At this moment another register mani-

lests itself which is either that of the law or that

.rf guilt, depending on the register in which it is

experienced.

,

You can tell that I am abbreviating things here a
little bit. I hope it is not too disconcerting, how-
ever, since these are things that I have repeated
rnany times in our meetings.

I would like to underscore once again an impor-
rant point concerning the symbolic register.

As soon as the symbolic - that which is involved
when the subject is engaged in a truly human
relationship - is involved, as soon as a commit-
rnent is made by the subject that is expressed in the
register of I, by * "I want" or "I love you," there
is always something problematic. The temporal
element must be considered, which raises a whole
range of problems that must be dealt with parallel
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to the quesrion of the relationship bemeen the
symbolic and the imaginary. The question of the
temporal constitution of human action is insepa-
rable from that of the relationship between the
symbolic and the imaginary. Although I cannor
discuss this topic fully this evening, I must at
least indicate that we encounter it consranrly in
psychoanalysis and in the most concrete manner.
Here too, in order to understand it, we musr
begin from a structural and, so to speak, existen_
tial notion of the signification of symbols.

One of what appears to be the most well-estab-
lished points in psychoanalytic theory is that of
automarism, so-called repetition automatism [or
"repetition compulsion"], the first example of
which Freud explained so clearly in Bryond the
Pleasure Principle f(tgzo), SE XWII, pp. r4_ry1.
\7e see there the first form of 

-"rt.rv 
i' the

making: the child abolishes his toy by making it
disappear. This primitive repetition [i.e., 

-"kirrgthe toy disappear and reappear again and again] oi
temporal scansion is such that the identiry of the
object is maintained in both presence and absence.

This gives us the precise scope or signification
of the symbol inasmuch as it is relaied to the
object - in other words, to what is known as the

3o
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roncept. Now, something that seems so obscure
'',vhen one reads about it in Hegel - namely, that

rhe concept is time - is il lustrated here. It would

rcquire a one-hour lecture to demonstrate that

r he concept is time. Curiously enough, Jean
I lvppolit., in his Ug+r French] translation of

I Iegel's Phenomenologt of Spirit, confined himself

ro adding a footnote saying that this is one of

r he most obscure points in Hegel's theory. But,

rhanks to Freud's example, we can put our finger
on the simple point which consists in saying that

rhe symbol of the object is precisely the object

rlrat is here ll 'objet kl.When it is no longer here,

we have the object incarnated in its duration, Sep-

:rrated from itself, and which, owing to this very

[act, can be in some sense always present for you,

,rlways here, always at your disposal. This points

ro the relationship that exists between symbols

,rnd the fact that everything that is human is pre-

tcrved as such. The more it is human, the more it

is preserved from the shifting and decomposing

rrspect of natural processes. Man gives every-

thing human that has lasted - himself first and

lilremost - a certain permanence.

Let me give another example. If I had wanted

to broach the question of symbols from a
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different angle, instead of beginning from the
word, speech, or small sheaf, I would have started
from the tumulus over the chiefs tomb, or over
the tomb of anyone ar all. \7hat characterizes
our species is precisely the fact of surrounding
cadavers with something that constitures a grave,
marking the fact that this person lived. A tumu-
lus or any other sign of burial warranrs being
called a "symbol." Ir is something humanizing.
I term "symbol" everything whose phenomenol-
ogyl have tried to demonsrrare.

I obviously have my reasons for pointing this
out to you. Indeed, Freud's theory had to go so
far as to highlight the notion of a death instinct.
The analysts who, aftervrard, srressed only the ele-
ment of resistance - in other words, the elemenrs
of imaginary acrion in analysis, more or less
canceling our the symbolic function of language
- are the same ones for whom the death instinct
is a notion that has no raison d'€tre.

To realize - in the strict sense of the word
- to bring the image back ro a certain realiry
lrieA, after having included in it, of course, a
particular sign of this realiry lrietl as an essen-
dal function, to bring psychoanalytic expression
back to reality lrieA, is always correlated - among
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r hose who developed it in this register because

r hey have nothing else - with bracketing or even

cxcluding what Freud placed under the heading

,rf the death instinct, which he essentially called

repetition automatism.

Reich provides us with a rypical example of

rhis. For him, everything the patient recounts

is flatus uocis, it's the way instinct manifests its

rrrmor. The point is significant and very impor-

rant, but it is merely a stage in psychoanalytic

practice. 'When the entire symbolic comPonent

of psychoanalytic Practice is bracketed, the death

instinct is itself excluded.

Of course, death as an element does not mani-

fest itself only at the level of symbols. It also

manifests itself in the narcissistic register. But

there it concerns something else. Death in the

narcissistic register is much closer to the element

of final nullification that is linked to every rype

of displacement and about which one can con-

ceive, as I already indicated, that it is the origin

or source of the possibiliry of symbolically trans-

acring realiry lrieA. But it is also something that

has much less to do with the element of duration,

temporal projection, or the future as the essential

term in symbolic behavior as such.
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As you can tell, I must go a bit quickly over
these things. There is much ro say about all of
them. The analysis of notions as different as
those that correspond to the terms of resistance,
transference resistance, transference as such, the
distinction berween what one should strictly call
transference and what should be left ro resisrance,
all of that can quite easily be theorized in rerms
of the fundamental notions of the symbolic and
the imagrnary.

In concluding today I would simply like to
illustrate my remarks. One should always pro-
vide a little illustration for what one discusses.
This is merely an approximation in relation ro
elements of formalization that I have developed
much more exrensively with my students in the
Seminar - as regards, for example, the case of the
Rat Man. It can be completely formalized with
the help of elements like those that I will indicate
to you. This will show you what I mean.

Here is how an analysis could, veA schemati-
cally, be written from its beginning to its end.

r S- r I- i LzR-i S-s.S-S1-.SR- r R- r S,

in other words, realizingsymbols.
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r5: This is the initial position. -Ihe analyst is

.r symbolic person as such, and he is sought out

insofar as he is both a symbol of omnipotence and

rs already an authoriry or master. Seeking him

out, the padent adopts a certain stance which is

:rpproximately as follows: "You're the one who

l)ossesses my truth." This stance is completely

illusory, but it is the rypical stance.

11: Next, we have the realizingof images - that

is, the more or less narcissistic instating in which

the subject enrers into a certain behavior that is

,rnalyzed as resistance. 
'why? Because of a certain

relation lrapportf , iI,

IMAGINATION

IMAGE

iI: This stands for caPtivation by images,

which is essentially constitudve of all imagi-

nary realization insofar as we consider it to be

insiinctual. The realizing of images is such that

the female stickleback is captivated by the same

colors as the male stickleback, and that they

enter progressively into a certain dance which

leads them you know where. 'what constitutes

it in analytic pracdce? I am situating it for the

14 J'



time being in a circle. See further on [schema
missingJ.

After that, we have zR, where .I is transformed
into R. This is the phase of resistance, negative
transference, or even, in extreme cases, delusion
that there is in the analysis. some analysts tend
ro go ever further in this direction. ,.Analysis 

is a
well-organized delusion," as I once heard one of
my teachers say. This formuration is partially but
nor rotally inaccurare.

. 
Wh_at happens next? If the ourcome is good, if

the subject is not thoroughry disposed to f,..o--
ing psychotic, in which case he remains at the
stage iR, he moves on ro i.g, the imagining of sym_
bols. He imagines symbols. .ve hav. 

" 
,=ho,rsand

examples of the imagining of symbols in analysis,
for example, dreams. A dream is a symbolized
image.

Here sS comes in, allowing for a reversal. It is
the symbolizing of images - in other words, what
is known as interpretation. One reaches it only

f.t g9i"g beyond the imaginary phase which
basically encompasses The elucida_
tion of symproms through interpretation now
begins: s.LSI.

Next we have S& which is, in short, the goal
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,,f ,rll health. The goal is not, as people believe,
r, :rclapt to a more or less well-defined or well-
,'rqrrnized realiry lrde[], but to get one's own

',',rliry 
- that is, one's own desire - recognized.

\s I have emphasized many times, the goal is to

:i('r it recognized by one's semblables - in other
rr',,rcls, to symbolize it.

At this point, we come to rR, which allows us
r., rcach rS in the end - which is precisely where
tr'. ' began.

lt cannot be otherwise, fot, if analysis is
lrtrmanly viable, it can only be circular. And an

,rrralysis can go through this same rycle several

I i lnes.

iS is the analysis proper. It involves what is
rvrongly referred to as the communication
,f- unconsciouses. The analyst must be able to
rrnderstand the game his subject plays. He must
understand that he himself is the male or female
stickleback, depending on the kind of dance
initiated by his subject.

sS stands for symbolizing symbols. The analyst
is the one who must do that. It's not a problem
firr him as he himself is already a symbol. It is
preferable that he do it thoroughly, with culture
and intelligence. This is why it is preferable and
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even necessary that he have as complete a back-
ground as possible in cultural matrers. The more
he knows about them the better. s.! must not
come in until a certain stage has been reached.

The subject almost always forms a certain more
or less successive uniry whose essential element
is constituted in the transference. And the ana-
lyst comes to symbolize rhe superego, which is
the symbol of symbols. The superego is simply
speech lune parole) that says norhing. The analyst
has no problem symbolizing that speech, which is
precisely what he does.

rR is the work the analyst does. It is improperly
designated with the famous rerm "benevolent
neutraliry," about which people speak any old
which way, and which simply means that, ro an
analyst, all realities are basically equivalent, all of
them are realities. This srems from the idea that
all that is real is rational and vice versa. This is
what musr give him the qualiry of "benevolence,"
upon which negative transference falls apart, and
which allows him to bring the analysis safely to
harbor.

All of this has been said a bit rapidly. I could
have spoken to you of many other things. But
it was merely an introduction, a preface to what
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I r'ill ,ry to discuss more completely and more

i,n(r'ctely in the report that I hope to deliver to

\ ()u soon in Rome on the subject of language in

l,rvchoanalysis.

Discussion

l'r'of. Daniel Lagache thanks the lecturer and

,|)erS up the floor for discussion. Mrs. Marcus-

lil:rjan indicates that she did not understand

t r'rtaio words, for example, "transcendent."'$?'hat

r hc speaker said about anxiety and guilt made her

r hink of agoraphobia.

I L. - Anxiery is tied to the narcissistic rela-

rionship. Mrs. Blajan has provided a very nice

illustration of it with agoraphobia, for there is

r1o more narcissistic phenomenon around. Every

time I have commented on a case in my Seminar,

I have always shown the different stages ltempsl
of the subject's reactions. In each case in which

we find a two-stage phenomenon - in obsession,

for example - the first stage is anxiery and the

second is guilt, which provides relief from the

anxiery in the form of guilt.
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The word "transcendent" seemed obscure to
you. It is nevertheless nor a very metaphysical or
even merapsychological rerm. I will ffy to illus_
trare it. \what does it mean in the pre.is. contexr
in which I used it?

In the subject's relationship to his semblable -
the two-term or narcissistic relationship - there
is always something that has faded away. The
subject feels that he is the other and that the
other is him.. This reciprocally defined subject
is an essential stage in the constitution of the
human subject. It is a srage in which he cannot
subsist even though his strucrure is always on the
verge of appearing, especially in certain neurotic
strucrures. \Where the specular image applies
m-aximally, the subject is merely the-refection
of himself, Hence his need ro construct a point
that constitutes something rranscend,ent, which
is precisely the other qua other.

A thousand examples could be offered. Let us
consider that of phobia - that is, the fact that a
similar anxiery corresponds to the subsistence in
the human parrner of animal images, which are
g"t:.. foreign and separate from hum"n images.
In fact, whatever we may think of the real histori-
cal origin of totemism, and it is not ffansparenr
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,lt 'spite the studies that have been devoted ro
rlrt' ropic, there is one thing that is quite certain,

'r'lrich is that totemism is linked to the prohi-
lririon of cannibalism - that is, the injunction
rrot ro eat the other. The most primitive form of
lrrurran relationship is certainly the absorption of
rlrc substance of one's semblable. Here you can
, l..':rrly see the function of totemism, which is to
t rr'ate a subject that transcends the semblable.
I rlon't believe Dr. Gessain will contradict me
lr t ' re.

lhis intersects one of the points that interesrs

vou the most, the relationship berween children
,rnd adults. To children, adults are transcendent
insofar as they are initiated. W.hat is rather curi-
ous is that children are no less transcendent to
.rdults. By 

" 
system of refection that is character-

istic of all relations, a child becomes for an adult
r he subject of all mysteries. This is the source
of the confusion of tongues ber'ween children
,rnd adults that we must take into account when
rreating children.

'W'e 
could take other examples, in particular

examples related to what constitutes the sexual
rype of Oedipal relations, which involves the sub-
ject in some way and yet simultaneously goes
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beyond him. \7e see there the constitution of a
form at a certain distance.

Serge Leclaire - You spoke ro us about the sym-
bolic and the imaginary. But you didn'r talk ro us
about the real.

l. L. - I did talk about it a little bit, nonethe-
less. The real is either totaliry or the vanished
instant. In analytic practice, it always appears for
the subject when he runs up againsr somerhing,
for example, the analyst's silence.

Through analytic dialogue, somerhing quite
striking occurs that I was not able to emphasize
this evening. It is a facet of analytic experience
that, in and of itself, would require far more than
just one talk. Let me take an altogether concrere
example, that of dreams, about which I no longer
recall whether I said earlier that they are com-
posed like a language. In analysis, they serve as a
language. A dream that occurs in the middle or ar
the end of the analysis is part of the dialogue with
the analyst. So how is it that these dreams - and
many other things as well, lsuch as] the way in
which the subjecr constitutes his symbols - bear
the absolutely gripping mark of the realiry of the
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.rrr:rlyst, namely, the analyst as a person, as he is
( ()r'rsriruted in his being? How is it possible that,

rlrrough this imaginary and symbolic experience,

rlrt' subject winds up in the final phase with a

lirrrired but striking knowledge of the analyst's
srructur€? This in and of itself raises a problem

rlr:rt I was not able to broach this evening.

( iror(es Mauco - Perhaps we need to recall to

rrrind the different rypes of symbols.

I 1.. - A symbol is, in the first place, an emblem.

( icorges Mauco - Symbols are lived experience.

l;or example, a house is known first of all by 
"

'vnrbol, and is later elaborated and disciplined

. ollectively. It always evokes the word "house."

I t,. - Let me say that I do not entirely agree.

I:rnest Jones has drawn up a little catalogue of

the symbols that one finds at the roots of analytic

cxperience which constitute symptoms, the
( )edipal relationship, etc. - and he demonstrates

rhat what is at stake are always essentially themes

rclated to kinship relations, the master's author-

ity, and life and death. All of which obviously
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involve symbols. The latter are elements that

have nothing whatsoever to do with realiry. A

being that is completely encaged in realiry, like

an animal, hasn't the slightest notion of them.

At stake here are precisely the points at which

the symbol constitutes human realiry, where it

creates the human dimension Freud constantly

emphasizes when he says that the obsessive neu-

rotic always lives in the register of what involves

the elements of greatest uncertainry: how long

one's life will last, who one's biological father is,

and so on. There is no direct perceptual proof of

any of that in human realiry. Such things are con-

structed and constructed primitively by certain

symbolic relations that can then find confirma-

tion in realiry. A lchild's] father is effectively its

progenitor. But, before we can know who he is

with certainty, the name of the father creates the

function of the father.

I believe thus that symbols are not elabora-

tions of sensations or of realiry.'What is properly

symbolic - and the most primitive of symbols -

introduces something else, something different

into human reality, something that constitutes all

the primitive objects of truth.
\What is remarkable is that symbols, symbolizing
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,, rrrbols, all fall under that heading. The creation

r,l symbols accomplishes the introduction of a

rrt'rv rezliry into animal realiry.

( tt'{)r{€s Mauco . but sublimated and elab-

,,r,rtcd. This provides the foundation for later

l . r r rguage.

I L. - I completely agtee with you there' For

('\:rmple, in order to designate relationships, logi-

t r:rns themselves quite naturally appeal to the

rt.r.lr "kinship." It 's the first model of a transitive

r.. ' lat ionship.

( )rtaue Mannoni - The shift from anxiery to

rirrilt seems related to the analytic situation itself.

r\ nxiery can lead to shame and not to guilt'

When anxiery evokes the idea not of a punisher

l,ut of being ostracized, it is shame that appears'

Anxiery can also be translated into doubt instead

of'guilt. It seems ro me that it is because the

.,,',"iyr, is present that anxiety transforms into

str i l t .

l. L. - I quite agree with you. The analytic situa-

r ion is unusual - the analyst [is felt by the Patient
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to be the one who] possesses speech and judges -
because the analysis is quite thoroughly oriented
in a symbolic direction and because the analyst
has substituted speech for what was missing
there, because the father was merely a superego -
in other words, a law without speech, inasmuch
as this is constitutive of neurosis, inasmuch as
neurosis is defined by transference. All of these
definitions are equivalent. There are, in effect,
infinite routings to the reacrion of anxiev, and
it is not out of the question thar cerrain of them
appear in psychoanalysis. Each one deserves to be
analyzed in its own right.

The question of doubt is much closer to the
symbolic constirution of realiry. It is in some
sense preliminary rc it. If there is a position that
one can essentially qualify as subjecrive, in the
sense in which I mean it - in other words, that
this is the position that constitutes the whole
situation - it is clearly this one. \il7hen and how
is it realized? That would require a whole separare
discussion.

Wladimir Granoff raises a question regarding
fetishism.
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I I . - Indeed, I did not come back to fetishism.
llrt' fetish is a transposition of the imaginary. It
i r t ' t  r) tr leS a symbol.

\ tluestion is raised by Dr. Pidoux.

I | . - Symbols are involved in even the slightest
. r t  t  ing out.

I )irlier Anzieu -'ilf,hen Freud developed his clini-
,,rl theory, he borrowed models from theories
, u n-cnt at his time. I would like to know if those
,,'.,dels come from the register ofsymbols or from
rlrc imaginary, and what origin should be given
rc them. As for the preliminary schema that you

1,''oposed today, are we talking about a change
,,1' rnodels which would allow us to conceptual-

'ze 
clinical data adapted to cultural evolution or

,r Irout something else?

l. t-. - It is more adapted to the nature of things,
rl we consider that everything involved in analysis
rt of the nature of language - that is, in the final
.rrralysis, of the nature of a logic. This is what jus-

rifies the formalization I provided as a hypothesis.

As for what you said about Freud, I do not
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agree that, regarding the subject of transference,
he borrowed the atomistic, associationistic, or
even mechanistic models of his era. 'what 

strikes
me is the audaciry with which he accepted love,
purely and simply, as something nor to be repu-
diated within the register of transference. He in
no wise considered love to be an impossibiliry
or a dead-end, something that goes beyond the
bounds. He clearly saw that transference is the
very realization of human relationships in their
most elevated form, the realizing of symbols,
which is there at the ourser and which is also
there at the end of all that.

The beginning and the end always involve
transference. In the beginning, potentially: owing
to the fact that the subjecr comes [to see us], the
transference is there ready to be constituted. It is
there right from the outset.

The fact that Freud included love in it is some-
thing that must clearly show us ro what degree
he gave symbolic relations their full range ar
the human level. Indeed, if we were to bestow a
meaning on love - a borderline experience we can
barely talk about - it would be the totd conjunc-
tion of realiry and symbols, which constiture one
and the same thing.
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I r,rttq:oise Dolto - You say realiry and symbols.
$, lr:rt do you mean by realiry?

I I . - Let me provide an example. Giving some-
r , | | t' 1r child as a gift is the very incarnation of love.

I ,r' humans, a child is what is most real.

I ,',rrt1oise Doho - 'W.hen 
a child is born it sym-

l',l izes a gift. But there can also be a gift without

r child. There can thus be speech without

r, i l rguage.

I L. - I am always willing to say it: symbols go
lrt 'vond speech.

l:rangoise Doho - \We always arrive at the same

,;rrcstion, "\(hat is the real?" And we always

rn:rnage to move away from it. There is another

rvay in which to apprehend psychoanalytic realiry

rhan this one, which to my psychological sensi-

lril iry seems quite extreme. But you are such an

t'xrraordinary teacher lmattrel that we can follow

\/ou even if we only understand later.

Sensory apprehension is a register of realiry,

,rnd it has a foundation that seems more sure to

rne, since it is prior to language. If there is no
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image of one's own body, everything occurs for
the adult with the verbal expression of the imagi-
nary.As soon as the other has ears, the subject
cannot speak.

I. L. - Do you think a lot about the fact that
others have ears?

Frangoise Doho - I don'r, bur children do. If I
speak, it is because I know that there are ears to
hear. Prior to the Oedipal stage, children speak
even when there are no ears to hear. But after the
Oedipal age one cannot speak if there are no ears
around.

l. L. - tJ(hat do you mean?

Frangoise Doho - In order to speak, there must be
a mouth and ears. So a mouth remains.

l. L. - That is the imaginary.

Frangoise Dobo - I met with a mute child yes-
terday who drew [a picture of a child with] eyes
but no ears. As he is mute I said to him, "It's not
surprising that the kid can't speak - he has no

I  1I I1 SYMBOLIC, THE IMAGINARY, AND THL, RI]AI,

' , , . ,11th." 
The chi ld tr ied to draw a mouth with a

, r.rvorr. But he placed it on the kid in a place that

t rrr the kid's throat. He would lose his head, his

,, ' rcl l igence, and his notion of a vert ical body i f

lrt ' spoke. In order to speak, one must be sure that

rlrcre is a mouth and that there are ears.

I 1,. - That is all fine and good, but the very

rrrreresting facts you highlight are connected to

\()rnething that was completely left aside' the

( onstitution of the body image qua the ego's

( trbild, and with this ambiguous knife-edge, the

lnrgmented body. I'm not sure where you are

rioing with this.

l:rangoise Dolto - Language is but one of the

ir'ages. It is but one of the manifestations of

rhe act of love, but one of the manifestations in

ivhich being, in the act of love, is fragmented'
\rVe are not complete since we need to be com-

pleted when we need speech. One does not know

rvhat one is saying - it is the other [who knows

what one is sayingl, assuming the other hears

one. Vhat occurs through language can occur

rhrough many other means.
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Octaue Mannoni - Just one remark. Drawings
are not images; they are objects. The question is
whether an image is a symbol or a realiry. This is
extremely difficult.

I. L. - One of the most accessible ways by which
one can approach the imaginary, at least in the
phenomenology of intention, is by saying that
the imaginary is everything that is artificially
reproduced.
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